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Information on where the book is available.
Reading lists

1. Search for unit
2. Select unit
3. View reading list

CAM201 list is currently being uploaded

Medicine Subject Guide

Conduct small searches and use search history to combine. This gives you flexibility to adjust your searching later.
Limit your searching – remember limits apply until you remove them.

Use the 'Send to' menu to store articles on the clipboard.

Informit Health Collection for Australian information

Change to other Informit databases

Informit databases are small, so keep searches general.

Other Informit databases

UpToDate

Dynamed
Ebooks

- Number of ebooks is increasing
- Access from anywhere
- Ebooks sourced from different providers = different looks
- Locate in the catalogue or via Summon
- [http://utas.libguides.com/ebooks](http://utas.libguides.com/ebooks)

Harvard referencing

- In text – (Author surname, year of publication)
- Reference
  Author surname, Initial space year, space title in italics, space edition, space publisher, space place of publication.

  Eg.
Book with two authors

- In text – (Author surname & author surname space year of publication)
- Reference
  Author surname, Initial space year, space title in italics, space publisher, space place of publication.
  Eg.
  Lloyd, M & Bor, R 2004, Communication skills for medicine, Churchill Livingstone, Edinburgh.

Book with more than three authors

- In text – (first author surname et al. space year of publication)
- Reference
  Author surname, Initial space (repeat for all authors with & before the last) year, space title in italics, space publisher, space place of publication.
  Eg.

Government document

- In text – (Authoring body space year)
- Reference
  Authoring body space year, space title in italics, space publisher, space place of publication.
  Eg.

Website

- In text – (Author space year)
- Reference
  Author space year, title in italics, publisher, space viewed date, space web address.
  Eg.

Apps

- Medscape
- MedCalc – online clinical calculator
- Radiology 2.0: one night in the ED – contains case studies
- Micromedex – drug reference
- Epocrates – drug interactions, pharmacology
- Med Mnemonics